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HELICOPTERS
CAPE TOWN

Cape Town Helicopters takes you along the Atlantic Coast to view the 

beauty of Four Beaches of Clifton...

In a flight time of approximately  18 minutes, you start your journey departing from the 

V&A Waterfront. Your first sights will be of the harbour as you lift higher into the air and 

watch the City Bowl unfold in front of your eyes. You'll fly over the R 4.4 billion Cape Town 

Stadium in Green Point that was used for the 2010 FIFA World Cup.

The earthy colours of Signal Hill contrast the striking blue of the Atlantic Ocean, as you 

continue along and find yourself aligned with Lion's Head. Peek over your shoulder for a 

glimpse of Robben Island in the distance. You'll follow the exquisite coastline underneath 

the Twelve Apostles and view the immaculate waters of our infamous shores. Recognise 

Camps Bay and envy the luxurious homes at the elite Clifton beach and Llandudno.

Dotted with yachts, you'll see Hout Bay harbour as you pass through the neck at 

Karbonkelberg, and onwards over the impressive seascapes of False Bay. Catch a quick 

glimpse of Chapmans Peak affectionately known as “Chappies” , with the majestic Cape 

Town scenery  as we return to the V&A Waterfront and enjoy the amazing views on our 

return.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS:1. Helicopters are weight limited therefore the following applies: a) Maximum weight per seat in the Robinson R44 is 120kg and/or an average of 
90kg across the three seats, or pilot’s discretion. b) Maximum weight per seat in the Bell 206 Long Ranger is 140kg and/or an average of 75kg across the six seats, or pilot’s 
discretion. c) Maximum weight per seat in the Bell 206 Jet Ranger is 140kg and/or and average of 85kg across the four seats, or pilot’s discretion. d) A surcharge may be levied 
if a client needs to upgrade to a bigger helicopter due to weight limitations. e) Helicopters are also space limited and we might restrict baggage on board. Pilot’s discretion is 
final. 2) Prices are per person, based on a minimum of 2 passengers sharing. We reserve the right to add more passengers to a flight. 3) Prices are subject to change without 
notice. 4) All flights are to be paid in advance. 5) All flights and/or routes are weather permitting. 6) We fly the routes, not the time. 7) A 50% cancellation fee will be levied if a 
flight is cancelled within 12 hours before the scheduled time of departure. 8) Cape Town Helicopters will arrange landing permissions and restaurant bookings, but cannot 
guarantee approval or availability. 9) Minimum 24 hours advance booking required for Exclusive Tours. *PRICES VALID 01 OCTOBER 2012 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2013. 
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